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Frankenstein’s 
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What kids know 
How are you going to tell this story?
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Quality	Tasks

Finding	tasks

Adapting	and	
designing	
tasks

Deploying	and	
Assessing	
Tasks

Rubrics	with	Common	
Indicators

Reflection



a couple grades above still 
find it challenging

a couple grades below can 
still access it

Task

Geoff’s First Theorem of Task Quality:  

A quality task can be accessed by students a 
couple grades below, and still be  found 

challenging a couple grades above.



How do you know you have the smallest difference?



“Make the smallest non-
zero difference.”



Geoff’s Second Theorem of Task Quality:  

The quality of a task is correlated with how much 
student work it produces.



You can’t really have a robust conversation about this 
artifact.



You can have a robust conversation about this artifact.



Where can I find quality tasks?

emergentmath.com

Search for “Portfolio Problems”

Or check out the 
“Common Core Problem 

Based Curriculum 
Maps”

http://emergentmath.com


How would you adapt a task? After 
looking at the following three tasks, 

discuss with your group how you 
would adapt one of them to yield the 

kind of work for our assessment?



Task A

Task B

Task C



How can I adapt tasks from 
existing tasks? What about 

designing tasks?
Remove the steps and sub-problems 

Make it into an optimization problem: “most,” “least,” 
“highest,” “lowest,” “closest”, “shortest”, “longest,” “fastest,” 

“slowest”  

Encourage rough draft thinking to be put to paper 
Need-to-knows 
Notice/Wonder 
Brainstorming



Quality	Tasks

Deploying	and	
Assessing	
Tasks

Rubrics	with	Common	
Indicators

Reflection

Finding	tasks

Adapting	and	
designing	
tasks



Your grade: 
80

What exactly does this mean?





What do you notice about this 
rubric? 

What do you wonder?



Rubrics with Common Indicators

Problem-specific indicators - go ahead and grade these, if you must

Common indicators that can be applied to multiple problems
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Reflection
Both in the moment and after a time

In the 
moment

After a time

Turn and Talk!  

What kind of prompt(s) would you ask to 
elicit student reflection just after a task? 

After a time (i.e. end to the semester)? 

What types of tools would you use to 
capture this reflection?Tools



Reflection
Both in the moment and after a time

Journals 
Reflection Prompts 

Digital portfolios (i.e. google drive)

In the 
moment

After a time
“Looking back at your work throughout the year, in 

what areas have you grown the most?” 

“What do you want your teacher next year to know 
about you as a mathematician?”

“What was particularly challenging about this problem 
and how did you handle it?” 

“How effective were you as a teammate during this 
task?”

Tools



 — Casey, Grade 10



Quality	Tasks

Finding	tasks

Adapting	and	
Designing	tasks

Deploying	and	
Assessing	
Tasks

Rubrics	with	Common	
Indicators

Reflection

Our WHAT

Our HOW

Our WHY “Damn,	I’ve	grown”
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Quality	Tasks

Deploying	and	
Assessing	
Tasks
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Rubrics	with	Common	
Indicators

Reflection
Finding	tasks

Designing	
tasks

Adapting	tasks
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